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WOMEN AND RELIGION IN 
AMERICAN HISTORY:

Social Practice and the Politics of Gender

David D. HALL

Women as subjects and actors in American 
society—few other aspects of history have 
attracted as much attention as these during the 
past forty years.  An essay such as this one cannot 
hope to describe in any comprehensive fashion 
the discoveries, arguments, and consequences of 
a program of scholarship that has touched and, 
some would say, transformed, our understanding 
of politics, the arts, the workings of economic 
life, the family, and religion.  For example, it is 
now widely acknowledged that, whatever the 
“natural” differences between men and women, 
“gender” is a socially constructed category that 
has borne an immense freight over time.  Always 
linked to situations of unequal power, gender has 
continually absorbed and responded to particular 
circumstances and contingencies.  As we learn 
from its history, the task of defining men and 
women in relation to each other is intrinsically 
political. Power is at stake, real power, be it 
exercised in the realm of culture, economics, or 
religion. 

In recent years the recovery of women’s 
history and the emergence of gender as a crucial 
category of analysis have struggled to articulate 
an adequate understanding of power and agency.   
Assigning agency to people who otherwise seemed 

oppressed or excluded was an important aspect 
of doing history “from the bottom up,” a slogan 
that emerged in the 1960s. This possibility bore 
rich fruit, notably in how the history of chattel 
slavery was recast to emphasize the capacity of the 
slaves to create semi-independent communities of 
their own and, in doing so, to resist the pressures 
placed upon them by a racist and authoritarian 
social system.1  Sailors, pirates, Native Americans, 
artisans on the cusp of industrialization—such 
groups were also incorporated into a history of 
agency and resistance, some of it prompted by the 
work of the British historian E. P. Thompson.  So, 
of course, were women.

Yet the more this happened and the more that 
was recovered of women’s behavior in the past, 
the more it became difficult to generalize about 
agency, resistance, and power.  Women themselves 
were not of one mind and certainly not of any 
single social location or religious affiliation.2  
As ideologies of gender were analyzed in more 
detail, they proved to be internally complex and 
possibly contradictory in ways that complicated 
any simple conclusion about their effects or 
consequences.   Not surprisingly, therefore, the 
workings of gender and the social complexities of 
women’s lives reminded historians of the capacity 
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of people in the past to negotiate their way through 
the contradictions they were encountering within 
culture and society—and negotiation is a very 
different process from the dyadic relationship 
of outright defiance or abject subordination 
(“domination” and “resistance”) employed by 
some of the earliest work on women in early 
America.3  Ostensibly silent and barred from any 
public sphere, women petitioned civil governments 
and spoke their minds; and if  married women 
ceded control of family property to their husbands, 
widows were remarkably active as managers that 
property after their husbands died.4

Nowhere has the challenge of understanding 
women’s behavior, the implications of gender, 
and the contradictions sustained within culture 
been more acute than in the realm of religion.  
Almost at the outset of the recovery of women’s 
history, the data on participation by sex made 
clear the quantitative importance of women in 

virtually all aspects of religious practice and 
affiliation.  With some justification, Ann Braude 
could declare that American religious history 
was the history of women.5  The great exception 
was, of course, the clergy, a profession limited to 
men in most Protestant denominations until the 
mid-twentieth century, and still limited to men 
in some Protestant groups as it still is, also is 
within Roman Catholicism.  Otherwise women 
were extraordinarily engaged and active—as were 
some fraction of enslaved African Americans.  In 
the rest of this essay, I want to review some of 
the possibilities for interpreting the relationship 
between women and religious activism.  I begin 
with the colonial period of American history 
and, in particular, seventeenth and eighteenth-
century New England.  Thereafter, I move to the 
antebellum period (before the American Civil War) 
and focus in particular on ideologies of gender and 
the role of women in social reform.

Within the New England system of churches 
known as the “Congregational Way” that the 
“Puritans” who founded the New England 
colonies established as their official system, 
church membership ceased to be automatic, as it 
was in the Church of England from which they 
were withdrawing.  Instead, adults had to apply 
for membership and satisfy the expectations of 
the congregation that they were adequately versed 
in doctrine and had known the experience of “the 
work of grace,” or conversion. At once, therefore, 
this system meant that some were admitted and 
others left outside.  What percentage were in each 
of these categories remains unclear; too many 
records have vanished for us to be certain.  On 
average, however, something like sixty or seventy 
percent of the people who emigrated in the 1630s 

became members—not all at once, of course, but 
over a period of years.

Becoming a church member gave everyone 
who did so the right to participate in two 
sacraments, baptism and the Eucharist (Lord’s 
Supper).  As practiced among the colonists, 
baptism was for infants or children, the Eucharist 
for adults.  Every one in a town could attend the 
Sunday services, hear sermons, and participate in 
communal singing and prayer.  But the sacraments 
were open only to persons who passed into 
covenant. 

An insistence on the church as a selective, 
“gathered” community of “visible saints” co-
existed with another perspective on the purpose 
of this institution.  As evoked by a minister using 
metaphorical language, the church on earth served 

Ⅰ．  Women and Religion in Colonial America
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like a “garden” encompassing both the well-
established Christian and the novice: the old and 
the young, the fervent and those whose faith was 
still evolving.  To all such people, the church 
and ministry functioned as a “means of grace,” 
transmitting the essentials of biblical-based 
knowledge, prescribing ethical behavior, and in 
general practicing “edification” in the sense in 
which that term was used by St. Paul in some of 
his apostolic letters: the church was where people 
were built up in their faith and progressively 
became better Christians.6   

The basis for this more corporate or inclusive 
understanding was the inter-generational covenant 
of Genesis 17:7,7 to which children were admitted 
on the basis of their parents’ membership.  The 
ministers in New England agreed that the covenant 
between God and Abraham remained in force, 
although supplemented by the covenant between 
Christ and the saints.  Explaining the nature of 
church membership, therefore, the ministers 
differentiated two kinds of covenants and two 
kinds of holiness that co-existed within any 
congregation: “federal holiness” and the “external 
covenant,” on the one hand, and real holiness and 
the covenant of grace, on the other.   Each of these 
forms of covenant validated a particular version of 
membership: the first, the incorporation of children 
before they were of an age to describe the work of 
grace; the second, the incorporation of adults who 
could affirm their union with Christ (or hopes for 
such a union). 

A contradiction thus came into being within 
the very heart of the Congregational Way.  
Famously (for those of us who study the early of 
New England) this contradiction was debated at a 
special “synod” (meeting) of the clergy in 1662.   
At this synod the majority of the participants 
resolved that the covenant of Gensis 17:7 was 
good enough for someone who had been baptized 
as a child to remain in membership for the rest of 

his or her life, and to gain the privilege of having 
his or own children baptized.  Nicknamed the 
“half-way covenant,” this decision shifted the basis 
of church membership to lines of descent within a 
family.  In effect, it sanctioned a “tribalism” that 
would rapidly become the normal practice in New 
England: that is, close connections between inter-
generational families and church membership.  
Nurture or edification became, if not the official 
norm, the unofficial framework within which a 
great many people practiced their religion.

Ensuring that one’s children are admitted to the 
covenant can be likened to a legacy—that is, what 
happens when a parent who was dying assigned 
each of his or her children a share of the family 
property—land, money, clothes, animals, and the 
like.  The colonists put a great deal of effort into 
making these decisions about the distribution 
of property after death.  Experience (still true 
today) taught them that, unless done wisely, the 
process could embitter some children and produce 
long-lasting rivalries and resentments.  Hoping 
to forestall any such outcome, people were also 
concerned to ensure that a widow had enough to 
live on after her husband died.  Access to baptism 
may also be considered a legacy, that is, a gift that 
a parent can make to his or her children.  And, 
thanks to measures like the “half-way covenant,” 
baptism became the gift that (to appropriate a 
saying) keeps on giving.  That is, anyone baptized 
as a child could, in turn, secure baptism for the 
next generation provided a simple “profession” 
was made to the church.

Is it plausible that women were especially 
interested in baptism as legacy or gift?  When 
their husbands died before them, they had little 
explicit say in how property was distributed to 
the children, although certainly they had more of 
a role  than the record may seem to suggest.  But 
with regard to church membership, there could 
be no doubt about the benefits they were creating.  
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Something like this framework of understanding 
helps to explain why married women became 
church church members earlier than their 
husbands, a trend already apparent by the 1640s 
and becoming much more visible during the rest of 
the seventeenth century and on into the eighteenth.  
Church membership did not give women political 
privileges; women could not vote in church or 
civil elections in any case.  It seems implausible 
to argue, as an occasional feminist has done, that 
women were more overcome by the themes of 
Calvinist doctrine than men and therefore felt 
more strongly the imperative to become a member.  
Nothing in the records that come down to us 
suggests that this is the case.  Instead, the evidence 
points to close connections between family 
formation and church membership.  By family 
formation I mean getting married (or knowing 
that you were about to be married), and becoming 
pregnant or giving birth (or expecting these events 
to occur).  Demographically, women seem to have 
joined when they were in their early- or mid- 
twenties, about the time they married and began to 
have children.  

But why was baptism so important?  Part 
of the answer to this question is the widely 
shared assumption that women were singularly 
responsible for the spiritual welfare of their 
children.  This assumption pervaded the discourse 
of the clergy, as when Richard Mather, the minister 
of Dorchester, Massachusetts from the mid-1630s 
to his death in 1669, urged the women of his 
congregation to play the part of “faithful Mothers” 
on the grounds that “Mothers . . . are more with 
[their] children when they are little ones, then 
their fathers are.” Evoking the birth experience—
“you are at much pains with the bodyes of your 
children, and suffer not a little while you bear 
them in your wombs & when you bring them into 
the world”—Mather imagined mothers as naturally 
of tender and dear affection for your children, and 

God mistakes it not that it be so.  Accordingly, he 
reasoned that “the prayers and teares of a faithfull 
Mother may be the salvation of the childs soule.”8  

Just as important in making baptism seem so 
important were assertions by the ministers that 
children who were baptized were much more 
likely to be saved by God’s gift of grace.  The 
second-generation minister Increase Mather 
insisted on this point in sermons he preached in 
the 1670s, declaring in one of them that divine 
grace, although “free” and unmerited, was usually 
communicated through godly parents to their 
children.  “There are special promise belonging 
to such children . . . There is a promise that 
they shall be blessed above other children,” he 
argued in Pray for the Rising Generation.9  Other 
ministers underscored the associations between 
baptism and grace by describing the satisfaction 
of having children baptized and of enabling family 
continuity; as the first-generation minister Thomas 
Cobbet remarked, ancestors add “something to 
the Common stock of blessings of grace, laid up 
for their posterity.”  Implicitly if not explicitly, 
baptism emerged in popular religion as a means 
of securing benefits for one’s children: eternal 
life, presumably, but also a greater happiness and 
health in this world.  Baptism acquired the aura of 
serving to protect children from the many dangers 
that awaited them.10 

For real mothers in early New England, this 
reasoning was central to how they understood their 
role in the spiritual economy of the household.  
Actions speak louder than words. On the eve of 
the synod that formulated the half-way covenant, 
the records of the gathered church in Dorchester 
contain this entry for 1660: “The wife of James 
Minott desired baptism for her children.” This 
one example of a mother taking the intiative may 
stand for hundreds of such instances.  Equally 
revealing of collective behavior, although again 
but a single episode, is the example of Jane Turell, 
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a married woman and a church member living on 
the outskirts of Boston, who took her second child 
(the first had been stillborn) almost immediately to 
the meetinghouse to be baptized. The child lived 
but eleven days. From Jane Turell’s father came 
the following report of the mother’s response to 
this sad event: “all the family remembered the 
many tears of joy and thankfulness she shed at the 
presentation of the child to God in holy Baptism, 
and her more than common composure of mind 
and quietness at its death and funeral.”11  

Jane Turell was typical of thousands of 
New England women in hastening to have her 
newborn child baptized.  Of all the practices 
that arose to reconcile family preservation and 
church membership, none is more striking than 
the timing of the decision to bring children to be 
baptized.  More often than not, parents carried a 
newborn child to the meetinghouse as promptly 
as possible, and this in spite of there being no 
basis for regarding baptism as efficacious—which 
it was, theologically, within Catholicism and the 
Church of England.  A systematic study of the 
relationship between date of birth and date of 
baptism for three early eighteenth-century Essex 
County, Massachusetts towns reveals that, of the 
2,850 children for whom baptism and birth records 
can be linked, 49 percent were baptized within the 
first week of life and another 10 percent within the 
next seven days.12 

Men, too, recognized the health giving 
benefits of baptism; we are in the presence of a 
social construction (or a theology) that fathers and 
mothers could each appropriate.  Yet even when 
we see men hastening to bring their children to 
be baptized, women are usually close at hand.   
The minister Thomas Shepard, who came to 
New England in 1635 and helped organize a new 
congregation in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 
1636, is a paradigmatic example provided that 
we also include his wife Margaret and others who 

settled in Cambridge with them in the story.  
Near the end of his life, Shepard defended 

infant baptism at a moment when English Baptists 
were beginning to publicize their opposition to the 
practice.  In the 1650s, a few in the congregation 
turned against infant baptism, most sensationally 
Henry Dunster.  But most continued to regard the 
ritual action of including their children within 
the covenant as powerfully significant.  Making 
their relations before the church, several people 
emphasized the connections between church 
membership and the welfare of their children.  
Mary (Angier) Sparhawk remembered feeling 
anxious when her husband decided to immigrate 
and how she reconciled herself to his decision by 
“thinking that [if] her children might get good it 
would be worth my journey.”  Here, the implied 
context was the difference between the sacraments 
as administered in their primitive purity in New 
England versus how they were performed in 
England. Mrs. Crackbone (we do not know her 
first name) remembered the sadness she felt when 
one of her children died and how she worried 
about the others, thinking they would go “to hell 
. . . because I had not prayed for them,” a statement 
of self-blame followed in her relation by the 
sentence, “And so came to New England.”  There 
she learned the comforting message that she “was 
under [the] wings of Christ,” as (theologically) 
were her children once she became a church 
member.  The same feeling of responsibility for 
one’s children, together with a high opinion of the 
sacraments, was voiced by Ann Errington when 
she told the church that she knew of children 
who “would curse parents for not getting them to 
means” (i.e., the means of grace).13     

Words were matched by behavior.  That people 
credited baptism with a distinctive significance 
is apparent in the promptness with which they 
brought their newborn children to the church to be 
baptized.  Two examples must suffice.  Within the 
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family of the printer and land speculator Samuel 
Green, the interval between the birth and baptism 
of three of his children was two days, six days, and 
one day.  Shepard’s successor in the Cambridge 
pulpit, Jonathan Mitchell, had not been able to 
baptize a newborn son before the baby died, 
though he baptized another of his children seven 
days after it was born.  Distressed that he had 
failed his infant son, Mitchell wrote in his journal 
that “to be deprived of [the sacrament] is a great 
frown, and a sad intimation of the Lord’s anger.”  

The feelings of Shepard and his wife Margaret 
were as strong as those of Mitchell and the lay 
people in the church.  Shortly before husband and 
wife set sail in 1635 for New England, Margaret 
had given birth to a son they named Thomas.  Not 
until the congregation was organized in February 
1636 was this Thomas baptized—in time, it seems, 
for Margaret to know before she died.  During 
the long delay she had “made . . . many a prayer 
and shed many a tear in secret” for her unbaptised 
infant. Why she felt this way is indicated in a 
passage in Shepard’s autobiography that may 
contain language from the ritual itself.  Addressing 
his son several years later, Shepard reminded him 
that through “the ordinance of baptism . . . God 
is become thy God and is beforehand with thee 
that whenever thou shalt return to God, he will 
undoubtedly receive thee—and this is a most high 
and happy privilege, and therefore bless God for 
it.”  As he remarked elsewhere, children may have 
been “of wrath by nature” but, once baptized, 
became “sons of God by promise.” The difference 
was not that sin had been swept away but that 
God had become the child’s benefactor and—in 
the context of recurrent illnesses of the kind little 
Thomas was suffering—a source of protection. 
Baptism was a privilege that Shepard as parent and 
pastor wanted for his children.14 

So he argued openly in his short treatise on 
baptism and in other writings.  In the treatise he 

appealed directly to parents concerned about the 
spiritual well-being of their children, assuring 
them that through the sacrament “God gives 
parents some comfortable hope of their children’s 
salvation, because they be within the pale of the 
visible church; for as out of the visible church 
(where the ordinary means of grace be) there 
is ordinarily no salvation.”  To pass up these 
benefits by delaying or rejecting baptism was, 
he added, “very hard, and horrible to imagine.”  
He reiterated this point in another text, this time 
underscoring the long term consequences of 
having—or not having—a child baptized.  To 
withhold a child from being baptized, he declared, 
was to “undermine all hopes of posterity for 
[all time to] come to time.” The time frame of 
posterity was extensive, stretching for “generations 
without limitation in the Lyne of Beleevers,” an 
argument warranted by the covenant extending to 
a “thousand generations” God made with Abraham 
(Genesis 17: 7).15  

The  power  of  bapt i sm as  symbol  and 
instrument of spiritual protection, although real, 
was always contingent, for the ministers were 
simultaneously warning their congregations of 
the dangers of “hypocrisy” or “formalism,” that 
is, going through the motions of being religious 
but not truly transformed where it mattered, in the 
“heart.”  In this fashion the contradiction between 
two very different covenants, the one external, the 
other internal or of grace, persisted, together with 
the warning that to rely on the first was to risk 
engaging in hypocrisy or “formalism.”  

Enter ing  the  e ighteenth  century,  i t  i s 
fascinating to watch the ministers and lay colonists 
wrestling with this contradiction.  Whenever 
Baptists appeared on the scene, ministers within 
the Congregational Way emphasized the emotional 
benefits of having children baptized.  As a minister 
in the early eighteenth century put it, “God’s 
covenant-people will prize God’s Covenant-Mercy 
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to their seed, as an inestimable blessing.  Some 
when dying have express’d more comfort in this, 
than all else they leave with them in the world.”  
Here, the connections between baptism and 
legacy became remarkably explicit.16  Yet tensions 
persisted.  The ministry of Jonathan Edwards in 
the town of Northampton, Massachusetts, is a case 
in point.  Inheriting a congregation that practiced 
the half-way covenant, Edwards upheld that 
covenant even as he also preached for conversion.   
Theologically, he believed that the visible church 
lacked the ability to differentiate between the truly 
saved and the hypocritical.  For this reason, the 
visible church would always include persons who 
in fact were not among the  elect, although in some 
sense they in fact were Christians whose children 
were admitted to the sacrament of baptism. 

But by the mid-1740s, in the aftermath of 
the tumultuous series of revivals known as the 
“Great Awakening,” Edwards turned against his 
congregation and the practice of baptizing the 
children of “half-way” members.  Now, like the 
Puritans when they first came to New England in 
the early seventeenth century, he wanted to purify 
the church of the indifferent or the profane.  In a 
treatise he published in 1750, he argued against 
“open[ing] a door for the letting in such universal 

ruin” as would happen if unregenerate persons 
became members.  This dismal scenario was 
linked to a sociological or demographic pattern he 
had noted among the people of Northampton, the 
custom of young women to “renew” their covenant 
around the time they were getting married or about 
to bear their first children.  In Edwards’ judgment, 
the  coincidence of family formation and religious 
profession undercut the sincerity of the latter.  
Telling his people that they wanted baptism for 
the wrong reasons, he informed his congregation 
he would no longer admit anyone to membership 
or baptize any children unless such people made 
a “profession” flowing from an experience of 
grace.17 

Dismissed by his congregation in 1750 by 
an overwhelming vote of the men who were 
members, Edwards’ change of mind is instructive 
in two respects.  First, it foregrounds the singular 
role of women in the creating of what we might 
name household religion.  Second, it reminds us 
that certain contradictions cannot be resolved.  
The long history (to which we return in another 
few pages) of the tension between two different 
versions of church membership demonstrates this 
point superbly.

More familiar to many who write and teach about 
women and religion, and certainly more widely 
cited, are the examples of women who defied 
the values and practices associated with family 
formation.   The most famous of these women and, 
in certain respects, the least understood, is Anne 
Hutchinson, who arrived in Massachusetts in 1634 
and left in 1638 after being excommunicated by 
her congregation and ordered to depart by the civil 
government.  Hutchinson stands as the first and, in 

the eyes of modern observers, archetype of women 
who chafed at the rules restricting women to a 
“private” sphere and who claimed that the Holy 
Spirit authorized her to speak out.  The Quaker 
movement that arose in England in the mid-
1650s brought forward hundreds of women who 
felt empowered by the Spirit to preach and bear 
witness to true religion; several of these women 
came to New England in the 1650s to proclaim 
the “Light,” and one of them, Mary Dyer, one of 

Ⅱ．Dissenters
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the “Antinomians” of the 1630s, was executed in 
Boston in 1660.

Thereafter, but especially in the middle of 
the eighteenth century, women continued to feel 
the liberating power of the Spirit and, thanks to 
its influence, undergo a range of experiences that 
placed them outside the customary parameters 
of Puritan-style Protestantism: dreams, visions, 
trances, loud cries, bodily motions.  The women 
who had such experiences in the 1740s in the 
midst of the “Great Awakening” usually decided 
to withdraw from their congregations and create 
new versions of fellowship that sanctioned 
and encouraged a fuller range of experiences.  
Regarding the congregations from which they 
departed as “dead” or lifeless, some of these 
women repudiated the connections between 
bapt ism and family format ion—some,  so 
completely that they became Baptists, who only 
administered the sacrament to adults.18  In effect, 
these women resolved the contradiction embedded 
within the Congregational Way by rejecting the 
traditional emphasis on the external covenant and 
the means of grace.  For them, the impulses of the 
Holy Spirit were sufficient.

But were these women acting on the basis of 
an understanding of gender differences?  And if 
not, were they proto-feminists protesting male 
dominance?  The men who questioned Anne 
Hutchinson in 1637 were, for certain, hostile to her 
because of their assumptions about the relationship 
between gender, speech, authority, and the public/
private distinction.  As she was told by the group, 
she had wronged the situation of men (and of 
their women allies) by the weekly meeting she 
was holding in Boston, an “exercise which draws 
[women], and by occasion thereof, many families 
are neglected, and much time lost, and a great 
damage comes to the Common-wealth thereby, 
which we that are betrusted with, as the Fathers of 
the Common-wealth, are not to suffer.”19   Women 

stepping outside of their proper place and, by 
doing so, disturbing the “little commonwealth” 
of the family that was universally regarded as 
the foundation of social order: such were the 
consequences of Mrs. Hutchinson’s activities.

Of her own thinking we know relatively little, 
but one aspect of her program is clear: she was 
a religious elitist who imagined the true saints 
as few in number, surrounded by many would-
be Christians who in fact were enemies of the 
saints.  So her ally John Wheelwright argued in his 
inflammatory fast-day sermon of January 1637.20  
For Hutchinson, the Christian community was 
radically divided between the few who truly felt 
the privileging power of the Holy Spirit and the 
many who claimed to have this experience but 
in fact did not.  The logic of this way of thinking 
pointed toward withdrawal into intense, highly 
charged communities of the kind some New 
Lights would create in the middle of the eighteenth 
century, and as the Quakers had begun to do in 
England in the 1650s.  Hutchinson claimed the 
authority to prophecy (interpret the Bible) on the 
basis of passages of Scripture such as Acts 18:26.  
Nowhere, however, did she assume that ecstatic 
experience was something peculiar to women.  
How could she, when as many men as women 
were “Antinomians” in 1630s Boston?  Nowhere 
did she assert a theory of gender difference.  
Rather, the Holy Spirit overrode the differences 
that her accusers were affirming.  And, as the 
historian Amanda Porterfield has pointed out, “it 
is a mistake to assume that the freedom to preach 
was simply a means by which women sought 
empowerment and found self-confidence,” noting 
that radical women usually described themselves 
as powerless vessels filled with the heady wine 
of the Holy Spirit.  Powerless, and submissive to 
divine authority: these were their watchwords.21

Quaker women were no more likely to argue 
something akin to “women’s rights.”  And, as 
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Catherine Brekus shows in her study of the women 
who, despite many obstacles, engaged in public 
exegesis (prophesying) and prayer in the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,  these 
pioneer “ministers” never claimed for themselves 
the authority or privileges of  the men who were 
ordained clergy.22  Hutchinson fits a little uneasily 
among these women.  It seems certain that she 
had absorbed from the left wing of the Puritan 
movement (the “Separatists”) the argument that, 
because the ministry in the Church of England 
retained certain connections with Catholicism, it 
was not a “true” ministry.  From this argument 
followed another, that true Christians must turn 
away from these false teachers lest they become 
contaminated themselves.  The decisive moments 
in Hutchinson’s spiritual history were two: first, 
when she accepted the proposition that no minister 
ordained within the Church of England taught the 
truth; and second, when she learned to rely on the 
“voice” of God to inform her what was true and 
what, false.23

In the late eighteenth century, women became 
singularly active in the religious movement known 
as Methodism.  Here, once again, the data on 
membership indicates the leading role of women as 

this movement was getting under way in the Upper 
South.  The “circuit rider” (itinerant preacher) may 
have become the most glamorized figure in the 
early history of Methodism, but women deserve 
just as much prominence.  Despite the strength 
of patriarchy as a social ideal among southerners, 
the women who became Methodists “spoke, 
counseled, reproved, testified, and even preached,” 
aided in doing so by the small group structure of 
Methodism, a structure that effectively created 
new forms of community apart from the customary 
structures of home or family.  A historian writing 
about these women has emphasized the willingness 
of official Methodism to encourage and indeed to 
license women’s self-expression.  These women 
and the Methodist theologian-ministers who 
sanctioned their participation drew on the biblical 
model of Deborah, a vigorous, even militant leader 
in Old Israel.  Eventually, of course, some of 
these early assertions gave way to more regulation 
and refinement.  But Methodism serves as yet 
another reminder of the capacity of certain kinds 
of religion to enhance the role of women despite 
gender norms that opposed any departure from 
traditional expectations.24

The connections between women, gender, and 
religion become much more complex once we 
enter the nineteenth century.  Complex, because 
we remain in the presence of contradictions; 
because of profound changes in economic and 
social relationships; and because Protestant 
Christians went in so many different directions.   
As the historian Nancy Hewitt has pointed out, 
it is a mistake to generalize about women who 
were religiously active, for Baptists brought one 
set of ideas and expectations to the table, and 

Presbyterians another.  Specifically, Presbyterian 
women lived in the shadow of magisterial 
Protestantism, with its presumption that all of 
society could and should be incorporated into a 
single moral order supported by the civil state.  
Although Baptists wanted morality to prevail, they 
spurned the assumption that church and civil state 
should be formal allies.  Accordingly, Baptists 
tended to vote for the party of Andrew Jackson, 
Presbyterians for the party of Henry Clay, John 
Quincy Adams, and Daniel Webster (the Whigs).  

Ⅲ．Women and Religion in Antebellum America
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To lump these two groups and others, such 
as Methodists and Congregationalists, under the 
heading “evangelical” runs the risk of ignoring 
such differences.  Among liberal Protestants, the 
people who became Unitarians (withdrawing 
from Congregationalism) and Universalists or 
who affiliated with the Quakers were also not in 
full agreement with each other. Unitarianism had 
its strongly conservative wing, favored a learned 
ministry, and was slow to recognize women as 
equals.25 

Apart from the multiplying of denominations, 
what was different about the ante-bellum period 
from what I have been sketching thus far?  
Three differences are highlighted in most of the 
scholarship on women, religion, and gender.  
The first of these is the opening up of many 
more possibilities for women to participate in 
projects and institutions outside the home.  These 
possibilities arose in the context of campaigns 
to bring about moral and social reform, and the 
forming of voluntary societies to agitate for these 
reforms.  No such societies existed in colonial 
America; they are distinctively a phenomenon of 
the new republic and the decades before the Civil 
War; and, of course, remained highly significant 
for another century and a half.   Among modern 
historians, the most publicized of the societies 
were those that took up the abolition of slavery, 
but many other causes were involved:  overcoming 
the evil of alcohol, improving the situation of the 
mentally ill, the poor, and those who had fallen 
into prostitution; financing the great project of 
converting the world to Christianity and becoming 
missionaries as well; promoting the publication 
and distribution of bibles and other religious 
literature; promoting women’s education and 
becoming teachers or administrators in women’s 
academies . . . these are among the projects tens of 
thousands of Protestant women took up after 1800.  
Catholic women had a parallel set of projects 

(although not anti-slavery), though the Catholic 
community entrusted much of this work to women 
who entered religious orders.

The emergence of all these societies had 
several sources.  One was the ending of state 
sponsorship of churches, a process already 
under way before the American Revolution but 
greatly accelerated afterwards when Anglicanism 
(the Church of England), the official religion 
in several colonies, collapsed because most of 
its clergy sided with the British.  Now the way 
was open in most of the states for programs of 
evangelization under the auspices of Baptists 
and a new denomination, the Methodists; and 
as these groups gained in numbers, older, more 
traditional groups like the Congregationalists and 
Presbyterians looked for ways of adapting their 
structures to a different situation.  A second source 
was the widely shared anxiety about the moral 
integrity of the new republic and especially the 
moral integrity of the tens of thousands of people 
(and eventually, millions) who were moving into 
the interior of the country, where the familiar 
agencies of moral order and instruction—churches, 
schools, libraries—were not reproduced.  Because 
their leaders worried about the consequences of 
this vast uprooting of people, some voluntary 
societies may be understood as “conservative.”  
In another version of this anxiety, easterners who 
extolled free agency and the moral autonomy of 
the self wanted to be sure that every American 
could differentiate between free agency as mere 
selfishness and free agency as linked to the 
collective good.  The “temperance crusade” is 
perhaps the leading example of a reform aimed at 
strengthening self-discipline in order to benefit the 
well being of the republic.  

What did women bring to all these projects? 
The simple answer is, an energetic dedication 
to all these tasks of reform, the same mixture of 
optimism and anxiety that many of their husbands 
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or male leaders were voicing, and among some 
of them, a willingness to sacrifice some of the 
ordinary pleasures of life.  This willingness to 
set aside self-interest was especially prevalent 
among the women who participated in the home 
and foreign missionary movements.  Several of 
these women became celebrated for their heroism, 
which sometimes brought about their deaths in the 
mission field—most famously, the wives of the 
New England-born missionary Adoniram Judson, 
who left the United States in 1812 intending to 
enter the mission field in India but instead ended 
up in Burma, where he spent the rest of his life.26   

As this brief survey may suggest, these women 
were aware of and responding to overlapping 
constructions of gender.  Virtually to a person, all 
of them shared the assumption, already articulated 
in the seventeenth century, that women were 
peculiarly responsible for the religious upbringing 
of their children—and by extension, peculiarly 
responsible for the religious welfare of the young 
nation.  In the South, as Christine Heyrmann 
has demonstrated, women responded earlier 
and in greater numbers to the new currents of 
evangelicalism that men were shunning because of 
how religion seemed to question their masculinity.   
Mary Ryan’s study of women in upstate New 
York, although less specific about men, makes the 
same point about women.27   

During these decades, what may have been the 
most pervasive assumption about gender has been 
coded by historians as the concept of “separate 
spheres” or, alternatively, the “cult of domesticity.”  
The central elements of these constructions were 
two:  women were naturally inferior to men and 
therefore must accept their authority; and the 
appropriate sphere within which women could 
be active was “private” or the “home.”  In a 
classic expression of this way of thinking, the 
Congregationalist ministers of Massachusetts 
in 1837 criticized the anti-slavery activist (and 

Quaker) Sarah Grimke’s public lecturing on the 
grounds that speaking in public violated and would 
undermine the moral role of women.  Likening all 
women to vines that depend for their support on 
trees (men), the ministers condemned any attempt 
on the part of women to asset the “independence” 
of the tree. “When the mild dependent [sic] 
influence of woman upon the sternness of men’s 
opinions is fully exercised,” the ministers argued, 
“society feels the effects of it in a thousand forms. 
The power of women is in her dependence, 
flowing from the consciousness of that weakness 
which god has given her for her protection.”  On 
the other hand, men were entitled to act as “public 
reformer[s].”28    

Uncovering the pervasiveness of a doctrine 
of “separate spheres” counts as one of the major 
accomplishments of women’s history since the 
1960s, and rightly so.29  Moreover, the historians 
who undertook this project seemed confident 
that most women who engaged in moral reform 
accepted the premises of this doctrine.  As Carroll 
Smith-Rosenberg demonstrated in an important 
essay, women who challenged the male world 
by attempting to reform prostitution ran the risk 
of being accused of overstepping themselves; 
and indeed, in the case study Smith-Rosenberg 
conducted, the women behind the New York 
Society for the Prevention of Vice abandoned their 
program in the face of such criticism.30  Equally 
striking was the willingness of women active 
in the anti-slavery moment to serve in separate 
societies from those headed by men, and to accept 
that their organizations were auxiliaries of the 
men’s—for example, soliciting donations to help 
pay the costs of these fraternal organizations.  
True, many of these women helped organize the 
anti-slavery petitions that, in the late 1830s, called 
the national government to account,  but this 
involvement in “real” politics seemed to have no 
lasting consequences. 
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From my perspective, therefore, the marvelous 
work on women’s activism and the ideology of 
separate spheres created a certain contradiction 
or perhaps better, double vision—double vision 
in the sense that some women were clearly out in 
the world agitating for change and doing so using 
the new instruments of high speed printing and the 
like, yet all the while coding their work as in line 
with gender expectations.  Was there nothing in 
the ideology of the separate spheres that licensed a 
more daring activism?  

Again from my perspective, there seem to be 
two answers to this question.  Let me spend the 
rest of this paper describing them.  I begin with the 
figure of Catherine Beecher, noted in part because 
of her more famous sister Harriet Beecher Stowe.

The “cult of domesticity” emerged in so many 
places (and on both sides of the Atlantic) that we 
cannot ascribe it to any single person.   Evangelical 
and liberal Protestants both seem to have embraced 
it, although the liberal wing may have done so 
more fully than the evangelicals because of how it 
relaxed or reduced the the disruptive consequences 
of sin.  In the ideal “home,” sin as disruptive, 
inevitable, and requiring divine grace from 
outside had no real place or function.  Whatever 
the genealogy, we can look to one American 
woman writer in particular for a reworking of the 
domestic ideology that would greatly influence 
her sister.  This writer was Catherine Beecher, the 
oldest daughter of the minister Lyman Beecher. An 
educator who never married,  Catherine began to 
articulate a theory of womanhood and domesticity 
in the 1830s that reappears in her younger sister’s 
novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin. 

Catherine Beecher was interested in moral 
philosophy, a field of learning that every college 
student in ante-bellum America had to study, 
usually as the capstone of his training.  Drawn 
from British sources, with American reworkings, 
moral philosophy claimed to identify the moral 

rules that governed economy and society.  It also 
provided a description of human psychology, or 
how learning occurred and moral “character” was 
fashioned.  Although never explicitly apologetic 
in the sense of defending any particular version 
of Christianity, moral philosophy presumed 
the divine sanction (and creation) of the most 
important moral rules.  Implicitly if not explicitly, 
moral philosophy was about order and stability.   
Accepting the premise of free agency, it sought 
to reconcile the self-acting of humans (men) with 
an objective moral universe, the same task Ralph 
Waldo Emerson attempted in his essay “Self-
Reliance” and other writings.31 

Beecher worried about the risks of free agency.  
She saw those risks writ large in what to her was 
the troubled history of “democracy” in the United 
States and elsewhere: specifically, a heightening 
of the passions during electoral contests and the 
recklessness of partisan rhetoric.  Close at hand, 
she had witnessed riots about slavery and anti-
slavery in Cincinnati that left the city paralyzed.  
Democracy was turbulent and disorderly, as 
demonstrated in the riots that were beginning to 
occur in cities—riots against Catholics and anti 
slavery advocates, for example.  What would 
restore calmness and moral order to civil society, 
she wondered, and how could self interest and the 
common good be more fully reconciled? How, 
in short, would the excesses of democracy be 
controlled?

Her answer was simple: men must return to the 
“home” and come under the influence of women 
as home makers and mothers.  What was special 
about such women?  In her words, 

Let every woman become so cultivated and 
refined in intellect, that her taste and judgment 
will be respected; so benevolent in feeling and 
action, that her motives will be reverenced; so 
unassuming and unambitious, that collision 
and competition will be banished; so “gentle 
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and easy to be entreated,” that every heart will 
repose in her presence; then, the fathers, the 
husbands, and the sons, will find an influence  
thrown about them, to which they will yield 
not only willingly but proudly. 

Insisting on difference, Beecher argued that 
women should deploy the fundamental qualities of 
womanhood for the political end of improving a 
democratic society. In the home, they had learned 
the crucial lesson that they must replace self-
interest and free agency with submission and self-
sacrifice.  These were the necessary qualities of 
motherhood, but qualities that were missing in 
men.   Hence the political function of motherhood 
and home: to serve as a demonstration of peace 
and harmony in contrast to the frantic, passion-
driven workings of the “world” that lay outside the 
home, the world inhabited by men.32    

Were the home to serve this redemptive 
func t ion ,  women  would  have  to  eschew 
partisanship themselves.  As she said in one of 
her books, “Woman is to win everything by peace 
and love, by making herself so much respected, 
esteemed and loved, that, to yield to her opinions 
and to gratify her wishes, will be the free-will 
offering of the heart.”  To borrow the words 
of a modern scholar, “Mothers embodied that 
selflessness which lay at the heart of true morality: 
their great mission is self-denial, in training 
[family] members to self-sacrificing labors for the 
ignorant and weak.”33

Catherine’s younger sister Harriet Beecher 
Stowe accepted these arguments and wove them 
into the narrative structure of Uncle Tom’s Cabin.  
Famously, she did so in chapter 13, “The Quaker 
Settlement.”  At this point in the story, Eliza and 
her little son have crossed the Ohio River and, 
thanks to assistance from others, arrived at a farm 
owned by Quakers known to be sympathetic 
to runaway slaves.  We soon realize that the 
household is a matriarchy presided over by a 

woman in her late fifties, Rachel Halliday, who 
inhabits a kitchen that Stowe describes in detail, 
lingering on its “motherly” qualities as exemplified 
in Rachel, who is nothing but “loving words, and 
gentle moralities, and motherly loving kindness.”  

Into this household comes another runaway 
slave, Eliza’s husband George.  He is cut from 
a different cloth than the weeping Eliza, for in 
an earlier chapter we learn that, as he is making 
his escape, he carries a pistol and will use it if 
need be.  George is angry and therefore prone to 
violence.  Moreover, unlike Eliza (and of course 
Uncle Tom, who lived on the same plantation 
as Eliza) George questions whether God really 
reaches out to the weak and suffering.  The horrors 
of slavery and the complicity of Christianity in 
it make him virtually an atheist who doubts the 
realities of divine providence and a merciful 
Christ.  For Stowe and her older sister, therefore, 
he is precisely the kind of person who threatens 
the well being of democracy, and therefore the 
kind of person who must undergo the transforming 
possibilities of “home.”

This indeed is what happens at the climatic 
moment of breakfast. 
At last they were all seated at breakfast, while 
Mary [one of the daughters] stood at the stove, 
baking griddle-cakes, which, as they gained 
the true exact golden-brown tint of perfection, 
were transferred quite handily to the table. 
Rachel never looked so truly and benignly 
happy as at the head of her table.

This is pure fantasy, of course, the fantasy of 
perfect harmony and goodness mirrored in the 
qualities of the pancakes.   The fantasy unfolds just 
as Catherine would have wished would happen: 

It was the first time that ever George had 
sat down on equal terms at any white man’s 
table . . . this, indeed, was a home, –home– 
a word that George hade never yet known a 
meaning for; and a belief in God, and trust in 
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his providence, began to encircle his heart, 
as, with a golden cloud of protection and 
confidence, dark, misanthropic, pining atheistic 
doubts, and fierce despair, melted away before 
the light of a living Gospel.

Becoming a Christian, George becomes a different 
kind of man, someone who trades in his pistol for 
a creed of love.34 

Uncle Tom’s Cabin deserves our close attention 
for another reason, the ways in which Stowe 
employs the category of “sympathy.”  To set the 
stage for understanding this aspect of the novel, 
we must begin with a different term, the word 
“sentimentalism.”  Emerging within English 
literary history, “sentimentalism” referred to 
a body of eighteenth-century poetry and, to a 
lesser extent, novels, that elicited crying (tears) 
as a reader response.  Benjamin Franklin alluded 
to this mode of reading in a letter to a London 
bookseller asking for a “dozen copies” of recent 
work by the fashionable poet James Thmson, 
adding that the “charming poet has brought more 
tears of pleasure into my eyes than all I ever read 
before.”  Sentimental literature was about feeling, 
privileging the heart over the head.  In some 
respects, it functioned as a critique of the rational 
Enlightenment.35 

To some literary historians and to many who 
brought a feminist-inflected anger to the work of 
cultural criticism, sentimentalism was something 
shameful or debased, too much the opposite of 
hard-headed realism about the world and how it 
worked.  On these grounds, Ann Douglas ridiculed 
the tears that flow so abundantly in Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin and, indirectly, the tears that flowed 
among the readers of this novel.  Scorning the 
emotionalism of the novel, Douglas contrasted it 
with the mental and moral challenges contained 
within the theological tradition known as 
Calvinism.  By abandoning Calvinism, Stowe was 
reorienting women toward a new self-identity as 

consumers (rather than producers) and agents of 
emotional excess.  While Douglas was unusually 
harsh in these judgments, her condemnation of 
sentimentalism was widely shared—for example, 
by readers troubled by the submissive qualities of 
Uncle Tom, whose very name became a synonym 
for political quietism.36  

B u t  h e r s  w a s  n o t  t h e  l a s t  w o r d  o n 
sentimentalism and its cultural and political 
consequences.  In the 1980s and 1990s a sharply 
different view of sentimentalism was voiced 
by the literary critic Philip Fisher and the legal 
historian Elizabeth B. Clark, among others.  Let 
me quote Fisher at some length, to indicate just 
how different his point of view was from that 
of Douglas.  Wanting to retrieve the moral force 
of Uncle Tom’s Cabin from detractors such as 
Douglas, Fisher began by repositioning the politics 
of sentimentality or sympathy.

The political content of sentimentality is 
democratic in that it experiments with the 
extension of full and complete humanity to 
classes of figures from whom it has been 
socially withheld.  The typical objects of 
sentimental compassion are the prisoner, the 
madman, the child, the very old, the animal, 
and the slave.  Each achieves, or rather earns, 
the right to human regard by means of the 
reality of their suffering. 

Reminding us that “in the eighteenth century it 
was common to visit asylums to be entertained by 
the antics of the mad” but that in the nineteenth 
people reached out to the insane as fully human 
and capable of regaining their health, Fisher 
contrasts two moral situations: the first in which 
“humanity” is denied some classes of people, the 
second in which likeness, not difference, is the 
point of departure.  For him, the quiet revolution 
caused by the emergence of sentimentalism has, 
at its center, the second of these attitudes.  Hence, 
in his analysis of Stowe’s novel, its fundamental 
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radicalism, for the central theme of the novel is 
that slave mothers have the same emotions as 
white women and deserve the same degree of 
sympathy.37  

Fisher writes, “The greatest achievement of 
sentimentality was the part it played in creating 
full human reality for children.” For Clark, the 
most striking consequence of sentimentality was 
how it transformed the situation of women, white 
and black.  In her carefully reasoned and complex 
essay, she demonstrates that anti-slavery activists 
called attention to the pain inflicted on the slave 
body.  Slaves suffered.   So, of course, did women 
within the overall culture of “separate spheres.”  
Linking the two versions of suffering, and linking 
white women and black women through the 
category of sympathy, created a parallel demand 
for rights and liberties: the imperative to free black 
women from the horrors of the suffering they 
experienced under slavery, and the imperative to 
restore or assign new rights to white women to be 
spared the suffering they experienced at the hands 
of men.38    

Clark and Fisher thus rescued sentimentalism 
and sympathy from their detractors.  Sympathy 
became a powerful instrument of transformation—
initially moral, in the sense of creating identity 
between the powerful and the powerless, and 
subsequently political, in the sense of underlying 
agitation to redeem the powerless from their 
misery.  By reversing the significance of sympathy, 
Clark helped to explain why the women who 
played such a large role in moral reform in ante-
bellum America were able to remain in their 
“sphere” but also attempt radical changes.  In her 
work, the contradiction between submission and 
activism was resolved. 

Uncle Tom’s Cabin beautifully dramatizes the 
power of sympathy, as Fisher pointed out and as 
Clark also recognized.  In Chapter 9 of the novel, 
entitled “In which it appears that a Senator is 

but a man,” Stowe narrates the reversal of public 
and private, power and powerlessness, that her 
older sister had advocated in her treatises.  At the 
outset of this chapter we encounter “Mrs. Bird” 
and her husband, a Senator in the state legislature 
(presumably Indiana). He has just returned from 
a session in which a law was “passed forbidding 
people to help off the slaves that come over from 
Kentucky,” a law he defends as “Christian and 
kind” because it quells the “reckless Abolitionists” 
who threaten to divide those on the north of the 
Ohio River from those on the south side, where 
slavery existed.  Mrs. Bird doesn’t like the law, 
and although she acknowledges that she doesn’t 
know much about politics, her “timid” qualities 
co-exist with a “gentle and sympathetic nature” 
that makes her detest and strongly react against 
“anything in the shape of cruelty.” 

The differences between husband and wife 
are put to the test when they learn that Eliza, the 
just escaped slave woman who is carrying her 
little son, arrives to beg for shelter.  Given the 
opportunity to narrate her reasons for escaping, 
Eliza evokes the violation of motherhood and the 
mother/child bond in ways that lead everyone to 
cry, including the Senator, although he tries to 
hide his tears.  When Mrs. Bird turns to look for 
clothes for the child, the reader learns that she 
herself has recently lost a child—apparently her 
only child, since no other children are part of the 
household.  It is as suffering woman to suffering 
woman, therefore, that Mrs. Bird nurtures Eliza 
and her son: motherhood and the tribulations it 
exacts override all other differences, in this case 
the combination of race, slavery, and Eliza’s rule 
breaking.  Moreover, the power of sympathy is so 
great that it leads her to challenge her husband’s 
principles.  The position he supported in public is 
not Christian at all, but anti-Christian.  Accepting 
this logic, the Senator arrangtes for Eliza and her 
child to be protected elsewhere.  The logic of 
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home, motherhood, and sympathy, each of them 
coded as “private,” thus override the public virtue 
of social harmony.  So powerful is this logic that 
the Senator is willing to break the law, which 
indeed is what the anti-slavery movement was 
about.39 

Sympathy is a word we continue to use in 
the English language.  But it has lost most of the 
significance it had for Stowe and many others in 
the nineteenth century. Rarely is it a call to arms, 
a means of promoting moral outrage.  Within 
the context of women’s history, the challenge of 

reclaiming the role it played in moral reform can 
be linked with the challenge of understanding the 
religious activism of so many women.  Coding 
religion as a system that enclosed white women 
within the norms of submission to male clergy 
is simply inadequate—inadequate to understand 
women in early New England, inadequate to 
understand the women who engaged in moral 
reform in the nineteenth century.  True, we are 
in the presence of a paradox: submission as 
empowerment.  But paradox and contradiction are 
the very stuff of history, then and now.

“Gender,” a historian of early America has 
remarked, “. . . served as a powerful metaphor 
for other social relationships in which power was 
unevenly distributed.”40  Within this perspective, 
gender as a social construction authorizes 
inequalities of power and, in doing so, becomes an 
instrument of the more powerful.  

Without question, gender conventions have 
figured in the connections between women and 
religion—barring women from the ministry, 
foregrounding the importance of “home” as a site 
for the transmitting of religion, and the like.  But 
the story is never quite this simple.  On the one 
hand, women and men interacted in early America 
on terms of near equality in some situations.  
Gender did not dominate all aspects of the law 
or of how courts functioned; and discriminations 
could be blunted in practice. On the other, the 
history of women and religion reminds us of how 
limited we are in our understand of power.  To a 
Richard Mather and his son Increase, women were 
immensely (and enviably) powerful because of 
the role they placed in nurturing their children.  To 
Harriet Beecher Stowe, women, although always 
and everywhere suffering and submissive, were 

immensely powerful because of their capacity for 
sympathy—for crying, in short.  

The challenge of understanding women and 
religion lies in having a capacious view of power 
as fluid, porous, and unpredictable.  So the stories 
I have narrated in this essay try to demonstrate. 
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